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Moulood-un-Nabi 1440AH
Let us be reminded of these beautiful Quranic verses and hadeeth, send salutations
on our Beloved Prophet Muhammad (SAW) and emulate his example in all that we do
Inshaa-Allah. AMEEN

Verily Allah and His Angels send blessing on the Prophet (SAW) . O you who believe send
blessings on him and salute him with all respect
[Surah Ahzab: 56]

Ye have indeed in the Messenger of Allah a beautiful pattern (of conduct) for any one
whose hope is in Allah and the Final Day, and who engages much in the Praise of Allah.
[Surah Ahzab: 21]

Hadeeth
The Prophet (SAW) said:
“Whoever sends blessings upon me once, Allah will send blessings upon him ten times”
[Abu Huraira]

The best of you are those who learn the Quran and teach it to others.
[Bukhari/ Muslim]

Education for an unlimited future
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Sheikh Bassier Benjamin - CEO

All Thanks and Praise is due to Allah Most High,
and Choicest Blessings and Salutations upon His
Beloved, Saydina Muhammad (SAW).
Allah SWT created man, gave him the gift of expression and revealed to him
the Holy Quran to serve as a light and a guide for him through-out his life.
This Quran is a source of honour, nobility and salvation to the one who reads
it, memorises it, acts upon it and teaches it to others.
The Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’ has undertaken the noble and praiseworthy task
of facilitating the memorisation of the Final book revealed to mankind, the
Holy Quran.

Legacy and History

The Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’
has undertaken the noble
and praiseworthy task of
facilitating the memorisation
of the Final book revealed to
mankind, the Holy Quran.

In Islam the term legacy refers to that which is left behind by a pious
predecessor for the next generation. This concept is beautifully expounded
in Surah Kahf where Nabi Musa AS and Saydina Khidr AS came across a
wall which was about to collapse. Saydina Khidr rebuilt the wall to prevent
it from collapsing. When questioned by Nabi Musa, he informed him that
buried underneath this wall was a treasure that belonged to two orphans.
It was the Will of Allah to preserve this treasure until such time that the
orphans could claim it.
The reason behind the preservation of this treasure is because their parents
were pious people! This was a worldly treasure that Allah preserved due to
the piety of the parents.
What is a greater treasure than the Greatest of Books revealed to the Best of
Creation? The Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’ made this ‘Treasure’ their life work and
commitment.
The JEQ was formed in 1969 by a group of esteemed and pious scholars
under the leadership of Sheikh Ismail Talib. In 1971, Sheikh Yusuf Booley,
one of the founder members, assumed the leadership of JEQ and the first
Tahfeeth Institute was established in Mowbray.
In February 2001, Sheikh Yusuf Booley officially opened the Male Hifth
Institute in Schaapkraal. This was subsequently followed by the opening of
the Female Hifth Institute in 2006. JEQ currently consists of four campuses
with more than six hundred esteemed learners of the Holy Quran.
What we currently witness is the result of the piety, sincerity and dedication
of our pious predecessors. May Allah forgive them, bless them and their
offspring and elevate their status in the Hereafter.
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Status of the Hafithul Quran
The Quran elevates a person to such a status that he is
considered to be among the household and favourite
people of Allah as is mentioned in an authentic hadeeth.
It is well-documented in the traditions of the Nabi SAW
that the Angels are always occupied with different forms
of worship. Imam Ibn Salah said that the recitation
of the Holy Quran does not form part of that worship.
It is for this reason, that when the Quran is recited,
the Angels draw closer to that person and listen with
great attention to the recitation of the Holy Quran. So
the reader of the Holy Quran is always surrounded by
Angels.
It is mentioned in the Holy Quran that, on the day of
Qiyamah, everyone will run away from those he knows,
as Allah SWT says, “The day when a person will flee
from his brother – And his mother and father – And his
consort and his children.” On this day, the only person
who will not run away from anyone but will actually seek
someone, is the Hafithul Quran. He will be searching for
his parents to place a crown on their heads.

Character of the People of
Quran
It is inevitable that, as Muslims, our conduct and

character will be measured against the tremendous
personality of the Nabi Muhammad SAW. But even more
so for the person of Quran. As mentioned above, the
people of the Quran are a special group of people.
Since the Quran was revealed to the Nabi SAW and his
character was the Quran, it is essential that the Hafithul
Quran should be a mirror image of that character, hence
a person’s conduct is a reflection of his inner self and
should be reflected in his behaviour.
To inspire the learners to uphold the etiquette of Nabi
SAW and to fashion a true Islamic personality, the JEQ
has embedded the following guiding principles in
their philosophy: Shura, Adaab, Ikhlaas, Naseehah and
Taáwun.

The Future
With a chairman and a board that is driven, dedicated
and committed to the success of this institute, a
management team that gives its all, the future of JEQ
indeed looks bright.
We pray that Allah SWT guides us all to make the
right decisions and to Bless everyone involved in this
Institute, past and present Insha Allah Ameen. n
Management Committee
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Shreef Abbas: Chairman
true organizational leadership is
and should be. Much of the passion,
drive, inspiration, strategic thinking
and successes we have today,
couched within the blessings from
Allah Almighty, should be attributed
to these founding legends.

I am extremely thankful
to Allah Almighty for
once again granting
me the honour to pen
this forward for our
magazine, ‘The JamEyyatul Qurra’.
JEQ was established in 1969 as
a Tilaawat group and is on the
brink of entering its 50th year as
an organisation. JEQ started its
fledgling Male Hifth Institute on
the 11th February 2001 with 35
learners. By January 2018, JEQ had
under its umbrella a pre-primary, a
preparatory school as well as male
and female Hifz Institutes with
approximately 600 learners across
the various campuses. We have
witnessed a meteoric rise of JEQ
over the last 18 years, Alhamdulilah.
The legacy, vision and the illustrious
example left by our founding
fathers, Sheikh Yusuf Booley,
Sheikh Moosa Goder and Imam
Allie Gierdien, has allowed JEQ to
embark upon an amazing journey in
the development of a relevant and
workable Islamic Educational Model
within its schools and Institutes.
A privileged few were fortunate
enough to serve alongside and at
the feet of these iconic founders
who, individually and collectively,
demonstrated and epitomized what
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The development of the Integrated
Model of Islamic Education is an
outcome of a dynamic curriculum
process with the Quran at its core.
This model of education focuses on
the development and the wellbeing
of the learner. This curriculum
further aims to prepare the learner
holistically with a strong Islamic
identity for meaningful careers and
roles in the broader society. The
Integrated Model includes Tagfeeth,
Islamic Studies, Arabic, an Academic
Programme (Mathematics, English,
Life skills and Sciences), Empathetic
learning and Recreation. As part
of our mission, we are hoping to
introduce Information Technology,
Biological and Physical Sciences
in 2019 as soon as the Science and
Computer Laboratories are set up,
Inshaa-Allah.
The success of the JEQ educational
programme is dependent upon
parents who would be required to
play a pivotal role in the educative
process as well as the classroom
dynamic. The school therefore

emphasizes parental involvement
and participation in the broad
spectrum of all school activities.
The grounding of our core values
of Shura, Adaab, Ikhlaas, Naseekha
and Ta’awun, within the orientation
of Wasatiyyah and the framework
of Ahlus Sunnah wal Jamaah, is
and has been our mission since
inception, which we shall further
develop as our guiding principles.
We envisage our learners graduating
from JEQ as Hufaath and Haafithaat;
proficient in the Arabic language to
unlock the beauty of the Quran; to
be accomplished academically; and
to be well grounded emotionally,
spiritually, intellectually, morally
and with a strong Islamic identity.
Wherever they find themselves,
they shall be ambassadors for Islam
that are equipped with the requisite
knowledge, societal skills and moral
values to ensure that they are able
to fulfill meaningful and beneficial
roles within any work environment
or societal context.
I bid all within the fraternity of
JEQ: the Board, our donors, the
teachers and staff, our parents and
our learners a successful end to
our present academic year and a
prosperous and dynamic 2019, In
Shaa Allah. n
JEQ Board members
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Sheikh Achmat Siers:
Male Hifth Institute principal (acting)
and continued by sincere and
committed individuals who work
tirelessly to serve the Holy Quran.
Our Board members, teachers and
staff have taken up the cudgels of
serving 200 learners at the Male
Hifth institute.

Being the first of the
four schools, Jam
’Eyyatul Qurra’ Male Hifth
Institute started with
the sincere intention
of Tahfeeth flourishing
in the southern part of
Africa.
This vision was shared and initiated
by our pioneers, Sheikh Yusuf
Booley, Sheikh Moosa Goder and
Imaam Allie Gierdien, may Allah
(SWT) grant them the highest place
in Jannah, Ameen.
Today, with the mercy of the
Almighty this vision was embraced

Exclusive to the male campus is the
hostel facility. It accommodates
learners living outside Cape Town
and those from a disadvantaged
background.

Committed in delivering the highest
standard of education are our
educators who specialize in various
fields of Taghfeeth, Tajweed, Arabic
and academics Alhamdulillah.
In one aspect where Jam’Eyyatul
Qurra’ is certainly blessed is where
our donors and sponsors are able
to assist us with sponsorship
of our less fortunate learners
Alhamdulillah.

Our Taghfeeth programme is based on
the Sheikh Yusuf Booley methodology
and in addition we have included
Mathematics, English and Arabic as
part of our holistic education. Our
graduates are therefore in a very
unique position where they are not
only bearers of the Holy Quran but
they are able to pursue studies in any
field that they would like to embark
on Inshaa-Allah.

In these challenging times, we
sincerely appeal to the Almighty to
strengthen and guide our educators
and keep them firm and steadfast in
their quest to uplift and inspire the
lives of our most precious assets,
our learners. In addition, we make
Duah, that the Almighty Allah place
His most treasured Kalaam in the
hearts of our learners and that they
emulate It in every aspect of their
lives, Inshaa-Allah. Ameen.

As from 2019, our learners will be
the recipients of Mathematics,
English, Arabic and particularly
the highest level of Tajweed and
Taghfeeth which is our core function
Inshaa-Allah.

As we echo and are reminded of
the beautiful hadith, when Sayidah
Ayesha (RA) was asked about the
character of Nabi Muhammad SAW
she responded by saying: “His
character was the Quran”.
Male Hifth Institute staff
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Sheikh Suleiman Benjamin:
Female Hifth Institute principal
potential. We strive in placing high
emphasis on a balanced literacy,
numeracy and basic Islamic
education. The school is also
committed to helping learners to
become responsible leaders. Our
code of conduct is meant to help
them to reflect upon their own
actions and draw conclusions and
lessons for the future.

As we exiting the school
year 2018, I feel once
again honoured to be the
principal of the school
that I love. A school that
humbles itself to the
service of the Quran with
passion.
Our staff and administration are
committed to helping each and
every learner to reach their full

The success of our learners is built
on the partnership we have with our
parents. Parents who assist their
children with their daily lessons and
sacrifice their weekends ( limiting
participation in social functions like
weddings, ghadats, parties, etc. )
results in a positive impact on the
progress of their child. Attending all
school meetings helps progression
and results in learners excelling at
school.
I am grateful that we have such
an amazing relationship with our
parent community and that we
should continue to strive to be the

school that our parent community
can always be proud of.
Our entire staff is dedicated to
create a positive environment where
every person’s unique strengths
and talents are celebrated. We have
a culture of high expectations for
learners and staff alike. It is our
sincere intention that each and
every one of our students graduate
with a plan for the futurewith the
necessary skill to be successful
in anything they do- a holistic
approach for the future. Education is
unlimited.
I strive to ensure that our school
continues to be an outstanding
institute where our learners are
nurtured through mind, body and
soul.
Yours in Islam
Suleiman Benjamin n

Female Hifth Institute staff
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Nadiema Benjamin:
Preparatory and Pre-Primary principal

“Success comes to those
who work hard and stays
with those, who don’t
rest on the achievements
of the past.”
We live today in a world that is so
very different from the one we grew
up in, the one we were educated
in. The world today is changing at
such an accelerated rate and we as
educators need to pause and reflect
on this entire system of Education.
Are our schools well equipped to
prepare our children to face the
challenges that the future holds?

Questions such as these are factors
that motivate us to go through a
continuous process of reflection
and hence we at Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’
Pre-Primary and Preparatory work
at implementing a well-balanced
curriculum to ensure that the
children who walk into the portals
of our Schools will not just love their
school years but truly be prepared
to face life’s challenges.
It is said “Children must be taught
how to think, not what to think.”
To enable this, our mission is to
empower our learners through
innovative, proven, effective Islamic
and educational programs, merging
the Quranic knowledge with our
academic programme, we strive to
set the learners on a lifelong and
self-motivated learning course, to
prepare them for a life of fulfilment,
purpose, and success Inshaa Allah.
Each issue of our school magazine is
a milestone that marks our growth,
unfolds our imaginations, and gives
life to our thoughts and aspirations.

It unleashes a wide spectrum of
creative skills ranging from writing
to editing and even in designing the
magazine. I congratulate the entire
editorial team for their hard work
and dedication in making this dream
come true.
A committed and supportive
management, dedicated teachers,
caring and co-operative parents
blend harmoniously to create a
child-centric school. It is natural to
find in this ambience, the intensive
use of a variety of thinking activities,
strategies and group dynamics so
that the classrooms become alive.
Teamwork is the hallmark of Jam
Éyyatul Qurra’ Pre-Primary and
Preparatory. I am very sure through
collaborative effort we can achieve
more to benefit our learners who are
the future leaders of tomorrow.
Yours in education
Nadiema Benjamin n

Pre-primary and Preparartory staff
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Sheikh Mohamed Yusuf Booley (1930 - 2010)

A Tribute
to a

legendary reciter
by Shreef Abass ( son-in-law of Sh. Booley)

An alim, a scholar, an exemplary teacher, a superbly
proficient reciter, an inspirational leader, an
accomplished businessman, a dedicated visionary, a
tireless community worker, a friend, a colleague and
a family man.
A dedicated
visionary
Sheikh Booley led by example.
His passion and energy for the
Quran was exceptional and
awe-inspiring.

When Sheikh Yusuf Booley took
up the leadership of Jaméyyatul
Qurra (JEQ), then a Tilawat group, in
1969, he had central to his thinking
the establishment of a Quránic
institution in the correct setting
and environment to address and
facilitate the passionate study of the
Holy Quran. His goal was for every
Muslim child to recite the Quran
with tajweed and proper makhaarij.
He dedicated much of his life to
setting up structures to attain his
vision and goal. He assembled a
team of loyal members in service of
JEQ, trained many huffath - several
of whom taught at JEQ. When the
first boys’ hifth school opened on
February 11, 2001, Sheikh Yusuf
Booley often referred to ayaat
that “men and women are equal in
religious obligations and rewards”
(Quran 16:97, 33:35)
He, tirelessly worked towards
setting up the girls hifth school with
the help of Hajir Bawa and Amina
Bayat- stalwarts of the female
chapter of JEQ.
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A dedicated teacher
Sheikh Booley is known to have
personally taught close to 100
hufaath, of which his chain of
hufaath may be well over 200. As
a teacher of the Quran for over 50
years, he has taught thousands to
recite. In the course of a typical day,
over 200 learners would frequent
his home over the years to attend
his school – from after Fajr until
before Magrib. He also taught
dozens of madrassah teachers and
adults at night with one mission in
mind, reciting, of the Quran with
excellence.

An inspirational
leader
Sheikh Booley led by example. His
passion and energy for the Quran
was exceptional and awe-inspiring.
He jolted everyone around him into
service for the Quran. Although he
had the influence and power by
virtue of his status and position
to take independent decisions, he
always made shura – on every issue,
even when he was sure of what the

right course of action should be.
He never desired to be a leader but
leadership was thrust upon him by
those around him.

A friend for all
He had over the years developed
many enduring friendships. One
notable lifelong friendship he
cultivated was with Sheikh Moosa
Goder who says longingly about
his friend: “Sheikh Yusuf Booley
was one of the best hufaath of the
Quran in South Africa and is ranked
with the late Sheikh Salih Abadi
Solomons. His unique disposition
accumulated him friends from all
over South Africa. The many friends
and family who travelled from all
over to attend his janazah bears
testimony to the man he was.

Scholar of the
Quran
Sheikh Booley left for Makkah in
1946 and became a haafith under
his ustaadh, Sheikh Abdurahman Al
Maliki. Upon his completion of the
Quran, his ustaadh, who was very
proud of Sheikh Yusuf, invited all
the hufaath of Makkah to perform
a graduation Ghatam recital. The
entire Quran was recited, one juz
at a time, and in one sitting. He
was bestowed the further honor of
being allowed to lead the tarawih
solaah in the Haram in Makkah. In
1956, he became one of the first
Capetonians to be granted the
honour of being appointed as imam
of the Juma Masjid, in Grey Street,
Durban. This was the only masjid to
which he was appointed as resident
imaan. Over his five years in Durban,
he taught more than 20 hufaath
and maintained a lifelong tie with

the masjid by sending hufaath
to recite there every Ramadaan.
Sheikh Yusuf’s reputation as a leader
in hifth, stems not only from his
achievements as a haafith, but more
from the exacting standards that he
established as a teacher of hifth.

An accomplished
reciter
Sheikh Booley led JEQ from
inception and because of his
prowess and strength as a hafith and
reciter, he was the natural choice
to lead the organization until his
passing on January 22, 2010. One of
the most remarkable achievements
is that for 51 years he performed
the taraweeh salaah, completing
the whole Quran without missing
one night. Whenever he recited,
the masjid was always packed to
listen to his rendition of the Quran,
especially when he was reciting his
favourite, Surah Ar Rahmaan. This
was the surah he listened to just
before passing away.

The businessman

factory and was also a founding
member of Spice Mecca. He never
stopped teaching or reciting during
his time as a businessman. The
offices at Booley’s Meat and the
furniture factories were always a
venue for the teaching of the Quran.
Anybody who has been taught by
Sheikh Yusuf will always carry that
badge with pride.

The family man
Sheikh Yusuf adopted the mantle of
patriarch of the Booley family after
the demise of his eldest brother,
Sheikh Ganief. All within the Booley
and extended families are grateful
for the proud heritage he created
and left for them to emulate.
To complete the tribute of our
illustrious Sheikh, it is imperative
that we as a collective ummah hold
fast onto the rope of Allah Almighty
and work together to enable us to
fully realise Sheikh Yusuf Booley’s
vision, Ameen! n

Sheikh Yusuf was a successful
businessman, owning butcheries,
meat processing plants, a furniture
JEQ Board
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Sheikh Moosa Goder (1932 - 2017)
My father was a man who valued sincerity, honesty
and a good work ethic- his belief was that if
someone else did it, so could he, and so he did. He
studied in Mecca with Sh Yusuf Booley, may Allah
have mercy on his soul, and together, as brothers,
their vision of starting a Hafith school, JEQ, was
realised through the mercy of Allah (SWT).

Moosa Goder aged gracefully,
his life was one that has
touched and inspired so many

Sh Yusuf Booley and Sh Moosa Goder
at the Tamat programme at JEQ in
2008 where 14 students graduated
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He was an amazing husband,
an incredible father,a stoic and
inspiring leader, a proficient
businessman and a promising
sportsman. He worked tirelessly on
various projects, empowerment and
upliftment of the teaching of hifth
for women and children were close
to his heart.
He taught us the importance of
caring for family and friends, to
go out and find them in their time
of need. He always made sure to
remind us that the poor and the
orphans were the family of Allah,
and to always care for them as we
would our own. Through his actions,
he showed us the meaning of
humility and kindness. His success
was never a means to gloat, but
always a reminder to be grateful. He
rubbed shoulders with elite public
figures as well as cleaning and
gardening staff and respected them
all equally.

He was a fearless man whose stature
was not confined to his physical
height, but extended skyward- tall,
strong, dependable.
He was a man whose presence
was both arresting and soothing,
and I remember how his calm and
tranquil aura made our house
feel like home. I remember how
everything I did or achieved felt
so much more significant when he
nodded his approval, and nothing
meant more to me than his praise
and encouragement.
Moosa Goder aged gracefully, his
life was one that has touched and
inspired so many. May Allah accept
the efforts of my father, grant him
Jannatul Firdous, and grant me
and my family the sincerity and
strength of character he exhibited
throughout his life.
His son, Shudley Goder. Aameen. n
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Mohamad Allie Gierdien (1930 - 2018)
Imam Allie Gierdien was born on the 11th of November 1930 in District Six. He
was the youngest of four siblings and, as a teenager, worked as a tailor in his
father’s shop in Sir Lowery Road in Woodstock.

He matriculated at Trafalgar High
School and obtained his BComm
Degree at the University of South
Africa (UNISA). Imam Ali also studied
under the late Sheikh Mahdi and
Sheikh Ebrahim Hendricks and
was instrumental in the Azzawia
Students Association.
During the apartheid era, he had
close affiliations to the ANC and
was a good friend of the late
President Nelson Mandela. He was
incarcerated at Roeland Street
prison in the early 1960s due to his
stance against the apartheid regime.
In 1976, Imam Allie became a
member of the Cape Chamber of
Commerce and Industry, serving on
its membership committee and on
the executive council from the very
beginning. In 1996, he was elected
as the first non-white president of
the Chamber and was twice chosen
as the Business Personality of the
Year by Ernst & Young.
As a community leader, he joined
the Muslim Judicial Council and
also served as an Imarah member
for a number of years. After Nelson
Mandela was elected as our
country’s President, Imam Allie, the
late Sheikh Nazeem Mohommed
and Suleiman Bayat were chosen by
Mandela to go to Nairobi and assist
in negotiating a speedy passage for
South African Hujaaj travelling to
Mecca. The trip was a huge success
then, and, until this day, still is.

His role as Imam at Harvey Road
mosque started in the late 1980s
until his death. The mosque,
situated behind Livingstone High
School, was initially off limits to
students for Jumuah on Fridays.
They were often forced to jump over
the school fences to attend Jumuah
until Imam Ali intervened and met
with the school Principal who, not
easily, agreed to allow the students
to attend Jumuah to this very day.
Imam Ali served on the boards of
several organisations as an advisor,
mentor and leader. These ranged
from school committees and rate
payer’s organisations to the board
of directors of the South African
Heritage Council and the College of
Cape Town.
In November 2010, Imam Ali was
awarded the Lifetime Achievement
Award by Jam`Eyyatul Qurra’
Hafith Institute for his service and
dedication towards the Quran.
As a father, he provided my siblings
and I with all that we ever needed
in terms of necessities, education,
guidance, advice and so much more.
He instilled in us love, honour and
respect as a solid foundation and
that is invaluable to us in our daily
lives. More than that, we instill those
values in our offspring!

through the recital of our Holy
Quran.
Imam Allie Gierdien sadly passed
away on the 24th of January 2018
at the age of 87 and is survived by
three children and six grandchildren.
May the Almighty grant my father
and all deceased Jannatul Firdous
Insha Allah! Ameen!
By his son, Salmaan Gierdien n

Imam Allie with Nelson Mandela

During the apartheid era, he
had close affiliations to the
ANC and was a good friend
of the late President Nelson
Mandela.”

If there was one thing my father
always preached, it was the
importance of salaah and the
remembrance of the Almighty Allah
Al-Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra' Edition 2 | 2018
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Business Model

by Anwar Van Der Schyff

Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra's vision is to build all our
educational institutions into centers of excellence.
The key focus of the curriculum remains the tahfeeth
and the study of the Quran.
However, it is integrated with an academic programme, which includes
Mathematics, English, Life sciences, the Arabic language, Empathetic learning
and the visualization of an unlimited future for the learners. This integrated
model of Islamic education is presented to the learners with the distinct
purpose of educating our learners for an unlimited future in shaa Allah.
Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’s Business Model has prioritised dedicated leadership
capacity to drive the implementation and the execution of the HighPerformance Model of JEQ.
The High-Performance Model is made up of the following components:

In the current climate in education it is essential that the Leaders in the 21st
century must be able to think strategically about what needs to be done and
have the capacity to execute the required changes with skill in informed
ways, taking the learners and employees with them. Thus investing in our
Business Model is essential in order to be successful and reach our ambition

16
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To educate for an unlimited
future with the focus on an
integrated Islamic model

of an unlimited future. The intangible outputs of the
business model include;
• Character
• Excellence
• Value
• Distinction
• Quality and Standards
• Integrity and Humanism
The key differentiator between educational institutions
into the future will be their ability to remain competitive
and introduce business models which will drive the
JEQ business agenda and ensure the organization
delivers its strategic objectives and transformational
outputs which include youth leaders and future leaders
across all disciplines & fields, scholars, successors and
academics, centers of excellence, futuristic curriculum
and a model with universal value.
Therefore, the key focus areas for JEQ for the next five
years include:
• 	To educate for an unlimited future with the focus on
an integrated Islamic model

• 	A robust financial framework and a robust financial
plan
• A people plan driving high-performance culture
• 	Organizational governance and a fit for purpose
structure to achieve the business agenda
• 	A balance Islamic philosophy and orientation
of Wasatiyyah, an Islamic culture of peace, love,
harmony and respect
• 	Forge strategic and synergistic alliances and
partnerships
Underpinned by the values of Shuraa, Adaab and
Aqlaaq, Ihklaas, Naseeha and Taawun and the
behaviors associated with these values, everyone
in the organization has to demonstrate their
commitment and energy to achieve this vision. As
an organization, we also commit ourself towards
upholding the dignity ourselves, fostering unity
among Muslims and promoting a positive image of
Islam. n
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Wasatiyyah
by Sheikh Ighsaan Taliep
(Principal of IPSA)

Wasatiyyah is the Arabic word for middle, centered, or balanced. In the Islamic
context, it refers to the “middle way”, a justly balanced way of life, avoiding
extremes and experiencing things in moderation.
In the Quran, Allah Most Gracious employs the
description for the Islamic nation as “ummatan
wasatan” (justly balanced). In addition, the Prophetic
approach concurs herein, and declares that the best of
affairs are “awsatuha” (the middle-most thereof).
In fact, the Quran elevates the concept of “balance”
(muzan) as the essence of revelation to all Prophets in
order to secure “equity” (qist) in the affairs of humans.
It therefore comes as no surprise that Islam places
a high premium on the values of mercy, clemency,
tolerance, and virtue. Since, in its absence, wasatiyyah
is impossible.
The wasatiyyah approach teaches one to think and act
wisely, not to be fanatic or obsessed with an opinion,
an individual, or a group, without taking into account
facts and existing knowledge. Islam is especially
condemnatory of extremism in religious thought
and practice. The Prophet (pbuh) said, “Beware of
extremism (ghuluw), for indeed those who have gone
before only met with their destruction because of their
extremism in religion”.

One of the first markers of extremism is fanatic
advocacy of one view or opinion to the exclusion of
all others, despite knowledge of additional existing
views. This kind of fanaticism is in a state of denial
to all else, including that which may be in the public
interest and in harmony with the objectives of the
religion. This denial also extends to the prevailing
conditions of time and place, dialogue, and search
for balanced and well-moderated solutions. The
extremist does not even stop at mere denial, but goes
on to accuse others of ignorance and transgression,
especially those who do not follow his or her views.
Ahmad al-Raysuni, a professor and author of several
important works on the higher purposes and intents
of Islamic law (maqasid al-shari’ah), observed that
moderation is the ideal that the Shari’ah seeks to
achieve in all its legal rulings, and this is done by
steering a middle course between the two extremes of
excessive conservatism and excessive laxity.
From the very beginning, Muslim societies were
pluralist, open to diversity, and capable of embracing

THE QURAN ELEVATES THE
CONCEPT OF BALANCE
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diversity for most of the past fourteen
centuries of their history of coexistence
with the followers of other religions. The
call to moderation that we advocate is
addressed to the followers of all religious
and cultural traditions and communities.
The portrayal of wasatiyyah as an attribute
of the Muslim community occurs in an intercivilizational context, as the address is to the
Muslim community, the ummah, to serve
as “shuhada ‘alan-nas” (witnesses for other
communities and nations). The renowned
Quran commentator Ibn Kathir (d. 1273 CE)
wrote that the Muslim ummah’s status as
witnesses is conditional on their commitment
to moderation and truth, since testimony
of extremists who transgress the limits of
moderation is inadmissible. The ummah is also
a compassionate and just community, with
the capacity to mediate between people and
demonstrate by its very existence the mercy
and justice of God.
The Quran also views the diversity of peoples
and cultures, their laws and languages as
conducive to recognition and friendship
among them, and that Muslims are the midmost among peoples. It can therefore be
rightly affirmed that the essence of all virtue
and of sound natural disposition (fitrah) lies in
moderation in all matters.

... The portrayal of wasatiyyah
as an attribute of the Muslim
community occurs in an intercivilizational context...
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The Quranic Concept of Wasatiyyah is
Essential to our Daily Lives
Sheikh Sa’dullah Khan ( CEO of Islamia College)

Islam is a way of life that is shamilun and kamilun; comprehensive, all
encompassing, ever relevant and always practical.
Its social values promotes tolerance
of others, realization of one’s
capacity and valuing the rights
of all. The Quranic and Prophetic
expression for this attentive
“moderation” are captured in terms
such as wasatiyyah and i’tidaal;
which translate to the “middle way
between extremes” and “upright
without losing balance”.

all night prayer and abstention
from intimacy. The Prophet advised
them; “By Allah, I am most obedient
and dutiful among you to Allah, but
still I fast (some days) and I do not
fast (other days), I pray at night but
also sleep part of the night, and I live
a married life. So, whoever does not
follow my sunnah (way of life) does
not belong to me.” [Bukhari]

intended to be an ummah (global
community) that serves as an
exemplary standard for humanity;
and may Allah make each of us
worthy of being of those that meet
that Quranic criterion ….

The Islamic concept of wasatiyyah
implies moderation, gentleness,
temperateness (not extremism),
keeping within bounds,
reasonableness; above all, it entails
equilibrium, justice and fairness.
Wasatiyyah is the ideal means for
social interaction, implementing the
universal golden rule of “treating
others as you wish to be treated”;
of being respectful and respectable,
while being balanced in character
and behaviour.

We acknowledge wasatiyyah
through our abilities in relation to
our responsibilities [Quran 2:286].
The example is of salaah/prayer
as an obligation. Its performance
needs to be done to the best of
the individual’s ability; standing is
preferred but if not possible, then
sitting, and if not then laying down
because; “Allah does not place a
burden upon you more than you can
bear.” [Quran 2:286].

And we have made you a
median community / a people of
moderation/ a balanced medium in
order that you may be a testimony/
model for humanity. [Q 2:143]

Wasatiyyah is fundamental
principle of life integral to the
implementation of our faith. It
is wasatiyyah that obliges us to
acknowledge that “There is no
compulsion in religion” [Quran
2:256].1 It is wasatiyyah that makes
us realize the balance between
indulgence and over-indulgence,
as in the Quranic directive; “ Eat
and drink, but do not be wasteful/
extravagant [Quran 7:31]. We
are guided by wasatiyyah in our
engagement between religious duty
and overzealous religiosity; as in the
example of the three companions
of the Prophet (pbuh) who vowed
to engage consistently in daily fast,
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We are guided by wasatiyyah in our
acts between over-exertion and
underperformance. In the example
of charity; neither over-spending nor
being stingy but spending what is
reasonable and appropriate [Quran
25:67]. 2 We appreciate wasatiyyah
in our approach towards this world
and the next; “Seek the Hereafter
through the opportunities provided
in this world but do not forget your
portion of this world.” [Quran 7:33]
Wasatiyyah is an antidote to
ghuluww (excessiveness), tanattu’
(harshness), tashaddud (severity),
tatarruf (extremism) ... in all its
forms. We conclude with the
reminder that Believers were

َو َك َذل َِك َج َع ْل َنا ُك ْم أُم ًَّة َو َس ًطا
ُ لِّ َت ُكو ُنو ْا
اس
ِ ش َهدَاء َع َلى ال َّن

1. The unique context of this
revelation where Ansar women
wanted to convert their children
who were raised in the Jewish
tradition while living with the Banu
Nadir tribe. This verse was revealed
against those desiring to forcefully
convert those youth to Islam.
2. “And let not your hand be tied
(like a stingy person) to your neck,
nor stretch it forth to its utmost
(like the squanderers of money), so
that you become blameworthy and
impoverished.” [Quran 17:29]

The Call of Islam
is Peace and
Moderation, Not
Intolerance and
Extremism
In Islam Peace is the standard, it
is the principle, and each person
of faith has the moral obligation
to maintain peace, without
compromising on justice and truth.
Islam invites to the subul as-salaam
(pathway of peace); peace of mind,
peace of conscience, peace in the
family and society, peace with
one’s Creator and His creation. One
of the attributes of the Divine is
As-Salaam (The Source of Peace)
and Muslim greeting universally,
upon meeting and departing, is assalamu ‘alaykum or “peace be unto
you”. The final and ultimate reward
for human endeavor is Paradise,
referred to in the Quran as Dar-usSalaam (Abode of Peace)
The Believers were intended to
be an ummah (community) that
serves as a standard/model for
others; what the Quran describes;
“And we have made you (ummatan

wasata) a median community / a
people of moderation/ a balanced
medium in order that you may be a
testimony or model for humanity.”
[Quran 2:143] It is the absence of
the balance provided by wasatiyyah
(moderation) that extremism creeps
in. Wasatiyyah is an antidote to ...
ghuluww (excessiveness), tanattu’
(harshness), tashaddud (severity),
tatarruf (extremism) ... in all its
forms.
How is it then that some Muslims are
so intolerant of other perspectives,
involved in atrocious and heinous
acts of violence and senseless
killing? Are they oblivious to
the historic example of how the
Prophet engaged those who
differed? It seems that some among
Muslims seem to have lost sound
understanding of the teachings
of our Faith and are substituting
the sublime message of Islam by
discourse of anger and the rhetoric
of rage.
Realize, that just because you are
religious does not mean that you are
right. Just because something needs
to be done does not mean that

anything that is done is okay; and
just because something is done in
religious fervor does not in any way
prove that it is Islamically correct.
Those who plan and orchestrate
senseless violence are the worst
representatives of their religion
and enemies of their communities.
Those who are perpetrate acts of
wanton violence in the name of
Islam are the worst representatives
of their religion, enemies of their
communities and are doing a most
grievous disservice to Islam. May
Allah protect the innocent from the
injustices of the self-righteous.
Remember the words of Prophet
Muhammad (pbuh); “A Muslim (one
who proclaims faith) is that person
from whose hands and tongue
other Muslims are safe; A Mu’min
(one who manifests faith) is that
person in whom humanity find safety
and security regarding their lives,
property and honor.” [Baihaqi] The
Prophet (pbuh) further advised;
“Allah is kind and loves kindness in
every matter, and kindness has been
granted capacity which violence
could never attain.” [Sahih Muslim] n
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The impact of socio-cultural factors on learning
and teaching By Hajir Bawa
We thank our Creator, Allah (SWT) in His Infinite mercy for guiding us as
Muslims, Alhamdulillah. The first lesson taught to us by our first inestimable
teacher, role-model, and most beloved prophet, Muhammad (SAW), was that
of character building and purification of the self, based on the core ethical
principles of love, compassion and kindness.

It is a known truth that educators and Hifth teachers
are influenced by their own backgrounds, knowledge
and training. In their pursuit to attain the highest
quality and excellence in the teaching of Hifth in our
schools, it is necessary for them to have a responsible
approach. Every teacher and principal bring their
own experiences and knowledge to the school and
empower the learners with it. Strong moral values will
assist in producing a well-rounded, motivated, and
holistic generation in the learning of the Holy Quran.
However, a close relationship between teacher,
parent and learner is of utmost importance. For a
shift in education to take place we “don’t only read
the word, but also read the world,” as stated by
Paulo Freire, one of the most influential Educational
philosophers. This statement reinforces the belief
that a close relationship between the teacher, parent
and learner is crucial. It is critical that they all work
together to ensure the progress of the learner, seeking

to understand their social reality to provide the
necessary support.
Hifth requires 60% parental support and therefore
the home environment plays a huge role in the
memorization of the Glorious Quran. If the child
is experiencing any challenges in the home
environment, it is important for the teacher to know
and work with the family. Part of the factors that play
a huge role in teacher-learner-parent relationship
is the socio-cultural factors. Socio-cultural factors
are customs, lifestyles and values that characterize
a society. The most prominent challenge we face in
our time are families faced with divorce, financial
problems and children suffering from substance
abuse.
If the teacher is not made aware of these and any
other challenges, it may have a negative impact on the
progress of the learner. It is important for the parents

One of the most
challenging social
ills in our times, are
dysfunctional families and
marginalised children.
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Malaysian delegation visit to our institute
to inform the teacher of their challenges and to also
seek the necessary assistance.
It is imperative that these challenges are shared
between the learner’s teachers as the learner
progresses from year to year. These ‘best practices’
and collective understanding of the learner, ultimately
creates a curriculum of love, kindness and care. This
strategy will motivate our learners and provide them
with the safety net of learning and loving the Holy
Quran.

A disciplined school system also plays an
important role in encouraging learners to
adopt a strong set of values and morals which
build confidence and lead to success in the
learning of Hifth.

A disciplined school system also plays an important
role in encouraging learners to adopt a strong set of
values and morals which build confidence and lead to
success in the learning of Hifth.
Acknowledging success both in the home and at
school creates an atmosphere of excitement and
a sense of belonging which ultimately enhances
learning.
Socio-cultural and socio-economic factors play a huge
role in the success of the learner. Shared experiences
of teachers, learners and parents are therefore a
reality when teaching the Quran today. A positive
school and home environment is an important part
of learning Hifth with the main motivation being to
please our Creator, Allah (SWT). n

FHI Tamat learners with Sh Sa’dullah
and Hajir Bawa
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Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra' Pre-primary
By Nazley Botha (Grade 0 - Class 3 teacher)

It gives me great pleasure to write our
10-year news article, Alhamdulillah.
I can’t quite believe that we started in 2008 with 26
learners, 1 directress, 1 assistant and a mualima in
the board room of the Female Haafith Institute while
the Pre- Primary was under construction on the same
property.
In 2009 we moved into our new environment with
more than 40 learners, 1 directress, 1 assistant and
1 mualima under the guidance of our Principal at
that time, Nawaal Abdooroft. Learners were guided
with the Montessori philosophy, together with the
reciting using the JEQ methodology. Our youngest
learners, Anan Ariefdien and Zahrah Abrahams, after
completing their Yassaral Quran and being tested by
Sheikh Suleiman Benjamin (Principal of the Female
Hifth Institute), was 4 years old when they started
memorizing the Quran.
Since 2009 our main fundraiser for the year was our
sports day and concert, and to date it became one
of our signatory events. It has always been a huge
success, Algamduliellaah with the assistance of our
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loyal parents and not forgetting, the enthusiasm of all
the learners. As years went on our staff compliment
increased, hence we needed to acquire a bigger
premises. JEQ Pre-primary school then had to
move to Erf 675 after the board bought the adjacent
property of FHI. In May 2017 our new school building
was completed.
With fond memories of the cutting of the ribbon
ceremony which was done by Sheikh Moosa Goder
Al Marhoom. A Ghatamal Quran was recited by the
learners of MHI and FHI and all the donors were
invited to celebrate this auspicious day.
We are being guided by our principal, Nadiema
Benjamin, with a staff of 14, Alhamdulillah. Currently,
we have 128 learners at our school. In grade O there
is a ratio of 10:1 and in grade R, 13:1. We have a
passionate staff and this is evident in the results at the
end of the year.
Firstly/ Lastly I would like to thank Allah swt, the Board,
the Principal and staff members who have contributed
to my being the employee of choice in 2018.
Shukran Khathier n
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Milestones achieved at JEQ Pre-primary and
Preparatory School
Quran Ceremony
At Jam ’Eyyatul Qurra’ Pre-Primary and Preparatory
school we prepare our learners for integration into the
male and female hifth schools. We do this by setting a
solid foundation in recitation.
Learners start in Yassarnal Quran part one and
are taught the correct pronunciation and tajweed
rules. They are then tested and only progress into
part two once they are ready to do so. The same
method happens in part two, where learners are
taught more advanced tajweed rules and practice
the implementation of it all. Only upon immediate
recognition, fluency, and attaining immediate

and are invited to bring family members along to
witness their child’s memorable milestone.
The entire school, learners, teachers and the
respective parents and their extended family all join
in the assembly. Learners recite from the last three
suwar from Juz 30. Often parents say a few words of
thanks to teachers with some advice & encouragment
to other learners.
Once the ceremony is complete, learners are now
ready to start to embark on their journey with the
Quran. n

Little Believers
(Amina Gassiep)

For many learners, 2018 was the step towards the
Quran. As a mualimah, I was extremely excited to
introduce the Arabic alphabet to them.
For some of the learners it was easy, and others not so
easy. Alhamdulillah, once they perfected the alphabet,
it was smooth sailing from there. It was amazing
watching these little ones doing their best, going the
extra mile just to get a new line.
As they entered new concepts, one could feel the joy
and excitement of the learners, SubhaanAllah. On
their off days I would encourage and remind them
about what we working towards, that is, the journey
towards memorising the Holy Quran.

recognition of Arabic letters, and a good level of
tajweed will the learner be allowed to progress into
the Quran. This testing is carried out by the Head of
Department of Quran, and then also by the Principal
or Vice-Principal of the Female Hifth Institute.
The learner is then ready to enter the Quran and is
celebrated by a Quran ceremony. Parents are notified

With learning the Quran and surah recitation, we
include Islamic Studies. The learners are being taught
who Allah is, how to praise and how to obey Him. We
are teaching these young minds to follow the best of
examples, Rasulullaah (SAW). Building their character
so that one day these little believers will grow up to be
humble leaders of our community, true Huffaath and
Haafithaat, InshaAllah. n
Continue...
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Achievements in Montessori Classrooms
Normalisation

By Shaakira Vasgery (Grade 0 - Class 4)

Normalisation describes the process that occurs in
the Montessori classroom, where children learn to
focus and concentrate, while deriving self-satisfaction,
independence, confidence, self-esteem, respect, love
of work, and discipline when their development needs
are met.
Each new year begins with new learners and old
learners of mixed age group. Each learner with
different personalities and backgrounds and some of
them new to the school environment.
The key to a successful, normalised classroom is for
the Directress to facilitate the process of normalisation
by offering the following:
1. A prepared environment
2. Rules of the classroom
3. Routine and order
4. Meeting the individual needs
In a normalised classroom one will be able to observe
the following in the learners:
1. Love of work
2. Concentration
3. Self-discipline
4. Joy
Alhamdulillah, being a Montessori Directress for two
and a half years at Jam’Eyyatul Qurra’, I can proudly
say that with hard work and passion, I have achieved
normalisation in my classroom. n

The Process of Addition
through Montessori
By Nazli Evens (Grade 0 - Class 2)

Montessori originated from a lady called Maria
Montessori. Her method of teaching is still
implemented in different Montessori schools to this
day. Montessori teaches a child four main aims: order,
independence, concentration and coordination.
‘Never help a child with a task at which he feels he can
succeed’- Independence
‘The great principle which brings success to the
teacher is this: as soon as concentration has begun,
act as if the child does not exist’ – concentration
Firstly, we teach the learners how to use the
sandpaper numbers 1-9. The aim of the sandpaper
numbers is to stimulate the muscular memory and
tactile sense. It will always stay in their memory. The
numbers on its own has no value.
Secondly, we move to the spindle box. The spindle box
that is marked with numbers 0-9. It has long sticks to
add value to each number. The aim of the spindle box
is to teach the child to associate symbol with quantity.
The child moves onto the cards and counters. The aim
of which is to teach the child the concept of odd and
even numbers.
The process of bonding then starts.
eg. Numbers: 3 and 1 makes 4
Value: ooo and o makes oooo
By the age of five, learners can add. Alhamdulillah, I
have learners who are able to do addition. n
Continue...
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....ALHAMDULILLAH

Grade R: Apple Handprint and
Photo Keepsake
By La-eeqa Ely ( Grade R2)

The Grade R learners produce art activities every
Friday. The apple handprint specifically is a special
art piece that stands out by most because it is
personalised. We started by making the dough where
learners were asked to bring the ingredients to school.
We got our hands dirty and each student played their
part in the making of the dough. The dough was then
shaped into apples as we were busy with the fruit
theme at the time. Learners made a handprint in the
centre of the apple and I cut out the palm area.
A day later the dough shaped apples were placed into
the oven to bake until hard and firm. Once cooled,
an I.D. size photo was glued onto the apple of each
student.
My learners have made tremendous growth in many
aspects and watching them grow and develop
makes me a proud educator, Alhamdulillah. They
are discovering new abilities and have found new
independence within. It’s the little things that count
that make a lifetime impact.

Overcoming Language
Barriers
By Ayesha Dien (Grade 1A)

As if transferring schools is not hard enough, try
a different country instead. That was the case for
Fatema Tasneem Ahmed who, with her family,
emigrated from Bangladesh to South Africa.
With English being a foreign language, it was certainly
a huge adjustment for Fatema and her family. When
Fatema first started at JEQ Preparatory she faced
many challenges. She struggled tremendously in
understanding and speaking English. This made things
very difficult for her, her teachers and her peers.
She started her schooling at JEQ in 2017 in Grade 1.
Due to her difficulty with English, unfortunately, she
found herself failing the grade but she did not give up.
She came back and improved in her work.
Fatema has made tremendous strides in her work.
She has been more focused and hardworking and also
receives extra tuition from one of our teachers.
Through all this, Fatema has proved that coming from
a different country and having a language barrier
can be overcome by hardwork, being motivated and
having support from her teachers, friends and family
to achieve all her goals, Alhamdulillah.
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Achievements in Preparatory Classrooms
What has the Grade 3 been up
to?
By Aziza Latief ( Grade 3)

The Grade 3 class made musical instruments for Life
Skills. They had to make water xylophones, rattles and
shakers. They were very creative with the making of
their musical instruments. By using recycled materials
for their project. In addition, the learners wrote
poems, of which one of the many is presented below:

My Mom
by Nuriya Noordien

My mom is so nice. She does not like mice.
She is the best. She helps me with my test.
She has a big heart and she is super smart.
She is a doctor and she helps other people.
She is so sweet and she loves to eat.
I love her so much and she loves me.
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So here I am...

By Siraaj Cassim

I hear the buzz, yet I cannot make out
what they’re reciting, but it sounds
beautiful. This place is so full, so
many new students just like me.
Look at them, so excited, so inspired, so young, with
their haversacks on their backs filled with books
and most probably a huge lunch box with 4 slices
of chicken fillet bread, a yoghurt, juice and some
luxuries. Maybe their bags are filled with an extra
jacket or things that their parents thought would
comfort them on their new venture. They all look
so anxious and nervous and some are even looking
rather scared. Well, this place is quite strict so I guess
it’s normal.
I wonder what they’re thinking or actually feeling. All
that I do know is that, here I am.

So accomplishing this task shouldn’t be all that
difficult for me. I mean, I’ve just matriculated with
good results. I know what I want and understand the
level of discipline required. So I’ll give myself one year
at this place, memorise the Quran and then shift over
to university, get a good job, make good money, big
house, fast car, “Bob’s your uncle” and sorted am I.
The teachers here look quite cool, though the
principal can smile a bit more. I guess he’s just a
serious fella. Maybe the person who made his coffee,
added too little sugar. I’m sure he’ll smile with me
once he gets to know me, so no pressure!

It’s year end and I’ve received my acceptance letter
from UWC to study Bcom investments. The problem is
that I’ve only covered 4 ajazaa. Geez, so much for my
1 year hifth programme. I guess another year at JEQ
wouldn’t hurt. I mean, I now understand this whole
dynamic all so much better and that Sheikh Sulaiman
Benjamin is quite happy with me. Though he doesn’t
smile as much as I would like, it’s more than my first
day. He’s cool, I like him.
Three years later and I’m still here. I’m tired and feel
confused. I know that I want to become a haafith. I
mean, who wouldn’t want this after all the ahaadith,
advice and naseekha the teachers give us on a daily
basis to keep us going. But I’m tired of struggling,
tired of the late nights and early mornings. I’m tired
of not meeting goals and reaching targets. In addition
to the tiredness, I’m confused with…well, everything.
Why am I even here this long? What’s next in my life?
Where to from here? Okay, I’ve had enough, I think my
journey with the Quran has come to an end and I am
officially calling it quits.
Boom!!! Tamat day, here we are. Who would have
thought that this day would finally arrive for me?
The honour and pleasure it is for me to enter the
mosque as a haafith is overwhelming. Look at me, a
weak slave of Allah, filled with sin and yet Allah has
honoured me to be one of the people to sit in the
front of this mosque, filled with people, and present
His Quran. Maybe this is Allah’s way of honouring me
for all my sacrifices and struggles, my late nights and
early mornings. Maybe Allah has kept me here for 6
years to groom me to love his Quran. Maybe Allah
wanted to show me that there is something greater
on this dunya than the dunya. Maybe Allah wanted to
show me that he is in control of everything.
So my life took a major turn. I now understand many
of the questions which I didn’t have answers to as a
student. I understand that by the decree of Allah, life
and things in life, happens. I understand that what we
sacrifice is never unseen by Allah. I understand, that
as a teacher, these students are our responsibility and
that once upon a time, I too, was there, struggling to
understand as Allah puts my life through a process
of development in order to protect His Quran. I
understand this is what Allah wanted, so here I am. n
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Annual National Quran Memorization
competition
By Aaminah Hendricks

As a student of Quran, during my
time at Jam’Eyyatul’Qurra, I would
constantly hear the saying that
‘Quran opens doors for you’, the
true reality of this manifested itself
in front of me the day I participated
in my first competition, the 11th
Annual National Quran Memorization
competition in 2016.
I was sent to Johannesburg to represent Jam 'Eyyatul
Qurra', as well as Cape Town. Whilst doing my second
year of studies, I was under tremendous pressure. A
competition of such a nature is one of high standards.
Standing there not only as a representative of my
school and city, but as a representative of The Quran,
the Book of Allah (SWT). A miracle that will remain
until the end of time. When I began to realize the value
behind it, then only had I understood the magnitude
of the opportunity I was given.
That day, I experienced a door open for me, the
likes of a mountain of bounties Alhamdulillah, I was
blessed enough to be in the presence of our esteemed

Fatima Parker participating in the International Quran
competition in Dubai in 2018
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Shaykha Kareemah Czerepinski, who were among the
panel of judges.
Initially, I was overwhelmed to recite in front of a
massive crowd of people and many well-known
scholars and specialists in the field of Quran. As soon
as I began my recitation all those feelings shift away.
All I could feel was tranquility with the words being
read. Yes, there are times where I had stumbled
along the way, or where my focus had been lost, but
there is ease in retaining one’s composure. Once
this is mastered, then the true Beauty behind it all is
apparent. The rare beauty that only The Quran can
reveal.
I urge all young huffaath, whether a student or have
already completed, to welcome these opportunities,
rather than to shy away from them. Where there is
Quran there is a tremendous amount of Baraka. As
youth whose lives are inspired by the Quran, our
responsibility is to illuminate the four corners of the
world with this light. Quran competitions provides
us with the platform to do so. I make dua’ that Allah
accepts us all to be among these flag-bearers, not only
in this world but the hereafter. n

آمــــــــــين آمــــــــــين يا رب العالمين
National DQA female Quran Hifth competition under the
auspices of Rabita
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JEQ achieves in the South African
Mathematics Olympiad 2018
By Kauthar Gaidien

As my name is called from the
podium I slowly got up from my seat
and walked awkwardly onto the
stage to where I was awarded 135th
position in the Western Cape, out of
15 500 children who participated in
the competition.
I stood there anxiously looking out at the excited
learners waiting for their name to be called. Walking
to the stage together with their teachers and parents,
beaming with love and joy.
The thrill when one finally gets the answer to the most
impossible equation is indescribable. The feeling one
gets when everything starts to fall into place, when
it finally clicks and you start to understand. - this is
not the feeling I got when, after 20 minutes in a two
hour long paper, people began handing in their tests.

Meanwhile I was only on my twentieth question, trying
to shield my work from the invigilator who makes his
rounds invigilating. Convinced that everything was
wrong, I continued to cover my work, not wanting him
to see it. Almost everything I’ve learnt slowly floats
away, out of my head. When it came down to the last
few minutes, I started to panic... again, because I was
still lagging behind. I quickly began working out the
remaining questions, not caring whether I got it right
or wrong. When the time was up, I finally handed in
my paper, crossing my fingers and hoping for the best.
Mathematics is an amazing and joyous subject.
Unfortunately, many students may have a different
opinion towards it. Fortunately, I was privileged
enough to to have a very helpful and supportive
teacher, Mrs Idas. Without her, I would never have
made it thus far. Mathematical success lies in having
kind, supportive and loving people to guide you, as
well as commitment and dedication. n

Mathematics an amazing and joyous subject.
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Prose and Poetry

By Basheerah Mohamed and Soraya Salie

The Department of English aligns
itself with the school’s philosophy in
educating learners for an unlimited
future.
In conjunction with the WCED CAPS curriculum,
we have decided to integrate fundamental Islamic
teachings into the curriculum so as to make learning
as relevant and purposeful as possible for our
learners. This integration is important as learners need
to understand that Academics and Islamic teaching
are not separate entities, and both skills should be
addressed in a holistic manner.
In addition, the English Department has embarked
on introducing a set book for the Senior learners: A

Thousand Splendid Suns (Female Hifth School) and
Kite Runner (Male Hifth School) by the renowned
writer Khaled Hosseini. It is imperative that learners
are encouraged to read, a skill that is stressed upon for
it to open doors to a whole new world of experience.
Alhamdulillah with great effort and persistency, we
have successfully managed to complete our third term
syllabus. From drama, book reviews and constructing
creative artwork to storytelling and poetry writing,
learners have exercised their ability to perform tasks
extraordinarily well in a given timeframe.
Below are pieces of poetry written by our learners:
Aspire to Inspire (Sumaya Gaidien, Grade 8 FHI), I
wonder (Grade 7 learners MHI) and Who am I (Grade 8
& 9 learners MHI) under the theme “The significance of
the Quran in our daily lives”. n

English class Solar system project

English class at the Male Hifth Institute

Outdoor classroom activity
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Aspire to Inspire

Who am I...

I wonder...

By Sumaya Gaidien

By Grade 8 and 9 MHI learners

By Grade 7 MHI learners

So many things
We aspire to see
We aspire to find
And maybe, even be

As an ornament do they adorn me

When you see him coming,

Yet they keep me and sometimes kiss me

Would you meet him at the door,

So many boundaries
Holding us back
Like we were left in the dark
Feels like we’re trapped

In disputes they swear by me

But always, and forever will there be
A way to dream, hope and achieve
And all you have to do is believe
And yes, it gets hard
But keep Allah in your heart
And InshaAllah through time
You will receive your reward
So many things
We aspire to see
We aspire to find
And maybe, even be
Whether your goal is to finish the
Quran
Or find the cure for cancer
With hard work and practice
Just study and you’ll master

With arms outstretched in welcome,

In their celebrations they read me

To your visitor

On shelves do they securely keep me

Or...
Would you have to change your clothes

Til another celebration or dispute,
when they need it

Before you let him in

Yes, they read and memorise me

Or hide some magazines

Yet only an ornament am I

And put the Quran where they had been?

My message lies neglected, my
treasure untouched

Would you turn off your music
And hope he hadn’t heard

The field lies bare, where blossomed
once true glory
Sad is the treatment that I receive
So much to give have I, but few is
there to perceive

And wish you hadn’t uttered
That last, hasty word?
Would you hide your comics
And instead take out your hadith
books?
Could you let him walk right in
Or would you rush about?
And I wonder...

Even though practice makes perfect
And your experiences do count
Not to forget your courage
This is no less paramount

If the Prophet (S.A.W) spent a day or two

So give it your all
Trust Allah and try your best
For life is not a game
Your life is but a test

Would you go right on saying

So many things
We aspire to see
We aspire to find
And maybe, even be

Would you go right on doing
The things you always do?

The things you always say
Would life for you continue
As it does from day to day?
I wonder...
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Arabic - The Language of the Qur'an
By Ghodieja Isaacs and Amiena Samsodien

In order to teach any language as
a subject, the background of the
students play a crucial role in their
development and understanding of
the subject.
The background referred to is the language a child is
taught and developed at a young age. For example,
English is a universal language and also spoken in
many households as a First language. Arabic, on the
other hand is not a first language to many students,
and hence, teaching an additional language requires
that the students’ mind be drawn to the subject. The
teacher plays a vital role in the method he or she
uses to teach an additional language. In addition,
the classroom environment is important; this helps
to stimulate the mind and creates a fun learning
environment.
As an Arabic educator, I find that students learn best
when they express themselves through art, such
as drawing or using different shades of colour to
express themselves. This contributes to the students
connecting to the subject creatively and assisting
those who find the language challenging. It also
creates a positive energy in the classroom because
it allows students to interact with one another in a
positive way.
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“Verily, We have sent it down as an Arabic Quran in
order that you may understand” [ Al-Quran, 12:2]
It is this particular verse that encourages many
learners to study the Arabic language. The Arabic
language has many avenues, amongst others,
the understanding of the Quran, conversational,
translating, dictation and, the most feared, grammar
rules. I think we can all agree on the last one.
The Arabic department had quite a challenging
task in searching for a syllabus that not only caters
to the above-mentioned sectors. It was required to
be manageable as well as secondary to Tahfeeth.
Thinking ahead, we also had to consider our learners
reintegration into mainstream schooling after
completing our school programme. This is where
our current syllabi emanate from. It is the simplified
version of ‘Al-Arabya bayna yadayk’ which is used in
our Islamic High Schools.
‘Al-Arabya bayna yadayk’ focuses on conversational
Arabic starting off with the basics. We also encourage
strengthening of writing, listening and reading skills.
We have fun conversing in little conversations. The
students enjoy constructing their own dialogues
which is quite enjoyable to both teacher and learners.
On a weekly basis we increase vocabulary, learning
numbers, city names, reading time, conjugations and
writing a 30 to 50-word comprehension on their own.

“Verily, We have sent it down as an
order that you may understand”
[ Al-Quran, 12:2]

The comprehension below was written by a second year student, Nuraan Lakay. During her first year, Nuraan was
quite shy and introverted. She found the adjustment to Tahfeeth school challenging. She was reluctant at first and
found every reason not to attend class. Nuraan has subsequently improved substantially. Although she engages and
does exceptionally well in her tests, she still fears dictation. The following composition was written during her June
Examination. The question was: Write a paragraph consisting of 30 Words regarding the topic:

“What is it that you and your family do over the weekends”

ْ
ُ
ْ أُسْ َرتِي َل َت َنا ُم فِي َي ْوم ْالع
س َو أَخِي َي ْك ِوي
ِ  أ ْختِي َت ْك ُنسُ ُغرْ َف َة ال ُجلُ ْو.ُِط َلة
ِ
َ  َج َّدتِي َت ْغسِ ُل ْالَ ْط َب.س
 أَ ِبي ُي َشا ِه ُد.ص ِح ْي َف َة
َّ اق َو َعمِّي َي ْق َرأ ُ ال
َ المآلب
ِ
َ ال َّت ْل َف.
ْ أُحِبُ أسْ َر ِتي. أُمِّي َت ْك ُنسُ ُغرْ َف َة ال َّن ْو ِم.آن
َ ْاز َو َج ِّدي َي ْق َرأ ُ ْالقُر
My family does not rest over the weekends. My sister sweeps the sitting room. And my brother
is ironing the clothes. My grandmother is washing the dishes and my uncle is reading the
newspaper. My father is watching television and my grandfather is reading the Quran. My
mother is sweeping the bedroom. I love my family.

Tafheem al Quran (Understanding the Quran) is our current venture, enlightening our students to the basic gems of
Al-Quran. I foresee my students not only being comfortable with the Arabic Language but also to fall in love with it
like I did. n
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JEQ is an Eco School
By Ghodieja Isaacs

JEQ strives to educate and promote
the preservation of all natural
environments, and connect it with
Islamic thinking. The Quran describes
the special status of humans within
creation as custodians of this natural
world and everything in nature
is considered irrefutable of God’s
existence.
“And it is He who spread out the earth, and placed
therein firm mountains and rivers and of every kind
of fruits He made two pairs. He brings the night as a
cover over the day. Verily, in these things there are
signs or lessons for people who reflect”. (Surah ArRa’d: 3)
Environmental education deals with education that is,
creating positive attitudes towards the environment.
It is concerned with actions taken or skills learned to
preserve and protect the environment as well as to
prevent environmental problems. Imagine the earth
as a spaceship whose inhabitants, or passengers, have
to survive in space for a long period of time. These
people will have no contact with their home base
during this time. What effect will this have on them?
What do the people in the spaceship need to survive
in space for a long period of time? The people on the
spaceship will have to use their supplies carefully,
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otherwise they will run out of supplies and their
chance of survival will be affected by this.
When we connect this example to the environment,
what will happen to our environment if we do not take
care of our supplies on this earth? Will we also run
short of supplies? How will this affect our ability to
survive as human beings?
Furthermore, a green environment is encouraged and
commended in Islam. Islam is greatly in favour of the
sowing and growing of trees so that the environment
can stay healthy and humans can benefit from such
kind of sowing. The Prophet (SAW) is reported to have
said:
“If you have a sapling, if you have the time, be certain
to plant it, even if Doomsday starts to break forth.”
(al-Munawi)
In 2015, JEQ became part of the Cape Town
Environmental Education Trust (CTEET)’s EcoSchool programme to involve our learners in more
environmental programmes and provide them with
environmental educational opportunities. In 2018,
we were conferred a Green Flag from WEESA (the
Wildlife and Environment Society of South Africa) for
our eco-school programme. WESSA is a South African
environmental organization which aims to initiate and
support high impact environmental and conservation
projects to promote participation in caring for the
Earth.

Our Eco-code:
At JEQ we will strive to:
• Increase environmental awareness at school and in
the community
• Recycle plastic, glass, paper and cans at school and
at home
• Eat healthily
• Minimise water and electricity usage
• Plant more indigenous plants and trees
• Beautify and maintain our school grounds
• Respect the environment

project which promotes the 3Rs: Reduce, Reuse and
Recycle.
JEQ’s recycling project involves allocating different
bins for different consumables on all four campuses.
We would like to extend the programme to the local
community and work towards reducing the waste to
landfill at our schools.

What has JEQ contributed
as an Eco-School to the
environment?
Teacher Integration into Lesson Plans

In order to provide a holistic education and prepare
learners for an unlimited future, lesson plans
are integrative of the ECO theme, which creates
awareness, new knowledge and experiences as well as
thinking creatively on ways to protect, preserve and
sustain the environment through active involvement.
Lessons on gardening, pollution, global issues,
recycling were amongst many topics covered in 2018.

FHI Literacy Day

Action Projects

JEQ has taken a keen initiative to actively be involved
in various Environmental projects such as Wellness
day, International Literacy Day, water conservation,
Eco-brick project. This year we started our recycling
Al-Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra' Edition 2 | 2018
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Healthy Body Healthy Mind
By Ameerah Dollie

At Jam’Eyyatul Qurra’ we believe in the
holistic development of the learner,
thus we encourage any form of extramural activity which will be of benefit
to the learner.
We have invited instructors in various fields of activities
to offer their expertise to our learners. Below are
comments of learners pertaining to their favourite extramural activity and how it benefits their daily life:
“Our school offers various extra murals. I have
participated in a few of them but Arts and Crafts has been
my favourite. I really enjoy doing this as it opens doors for
creativity.”
Gadija Ismail on Art
“I participate in netball and I must say that I’m thoroughly
enjoying it. It helps to clear my mind whilst playing and
nurtures skills of concentration which is needed when
learning my Quran. Concentration is important when
learning and reciting my lessons for the day. Netball also
improves communication skills as you have to let your
team mates know your next move. It has taught me to
interact with other learners as teamwork is important to
achieve anything. It is also an added bonus in that it is
quite a fun way to spend my Saturday mornings. “
Hassina Mbillah on Netball
“Kickboxing has had a great impact on me physically.
It makes the mind aware of the surroundings especially
when in a dangerous situation. Our coaches are very
competent and deal with each student according to

KARATE
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his ability. The main focus is for self-defence, hence a
very strict discipline is maintained regarding fighting.
Kickboxing really helps to release the tension and the
stress of the week.”
MHI learners
Below are comments from the instructors based on their
experiences at JEQ:
“I started my journey with JEQ about five years ago and it
has been an amazing experience from day 1!
I’ve always said that working with children is like working
with angels. Children bring so much joy into one’s life.
It’s extremely rewarding for me as a Karate instructor
to observe how children, who start off struggling with
hand-eye co-ordination, as well as feet positioning and
listening skills, now find themselves asking for more
challenging exercises.
I observe how their motor skills have improved as well as
their discipline, and I believe Karate assists children in
developing these skills.
Two of the children who have been with me from day 1
at JEQ are Fatimah – tu – Zahra Benjamin and Taskeen
Kaprey. They have proven how beneficial the practice of
karate has been to them, not only on a physical level, but
emotionally and academically as well. Children are able
to start Karate from as young as four years old. These
benefits will stay with them throughout their lives. ”
Sensei Akbar Wahab

ARTS & CRAFTS

SEWING

NETBALL

RUGBY
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Arts and craft a neglected subject
By Adil Jacobs (MHI art instructor and Threeflare arts and crafts workshop facilitator)

Our school system in South Africa
and further abroad generally
focuses entirely on the academic
development while neglecting to
nurture creativity.

Edge, Space, Relationships, Light and shadow
and lastly how everything comes together with
the - Composite perception

The system fails to equip learners with the tools
needed in the society we find ourselves in today.

This is done by encouraging one to set realistic
goals, targets or objectives and to follow through
with conviction until the task at hand has reached
completion.

Creative Arts is a huge and influential part of our
everyday life as it is used in industries every day.
Everything from product development and marketing
to the latest inventions, medical procedures and
treatments, require an element of creativity.
The brain is made up of 2 hemispheres, each said to
be responsible for their own set of functions. The left
side is responsible for rational and logical thinking.
It is more analytical. The right side is responsible for
the visual and perceptual mode of thinking, operating
in pictures and patterns, bypassing the reduction
process of comprehending numbers letters and words.
In schools, development of only the left hemisphere
is focused on, while, development of the right side is
neglected.
Our everyday life, for the most part, is reduced to
numbers, letters and words. Development of the
creative thought processes encourages individuals to
observe things. By observation, the skills of perception
increases and thus the process of intuitive thought is
strengthened. This is important as there will always
be obstacles that needs to be faced, whether it is at
home, in your community or on a national or global
scale.

We explore these areas through various activities, which
is encouraged to anyone who has a passion in Life.

Techniques on how to set, pursue and achieve goals
are explained through a four (4) Step Process

Inspiration stage, Writing stage, Visualization
stage and the final Construction stage

Why the Arts and craft classes
are important
When social media dominates the “free” time of
majority of our youth, it becomes essential that we
expose our children to opportunities where there is
a hands-on approach to being creative. By doing this
we empower the youth with the skills needed to think
creatively, to find ways to carry out their ideas, which
all encourages taking initiative.

Thinking creatively or having the ability to observe
and make decisions is going to be a valuable skill that
learners need to equip themselves with. The synergy
between the left and the right brain becomes more
enhanced and a better overall performance can be
quickly recognized with such development.
The Threeflare arts and crafts workshop focuses on
the principles of perception. There are five (5) areas of
perception. Together these 5 attributes all contribute
to the way each student views things and their own
understanding of that. These areas include:
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The arts and crafts workshop, and through the various
techniques and tools that we expose students to,
intend to inspire the creativity, nurture talent and
assist in growing the seeds of our future.

The objectives of the Arts & Craft 2018 classes have
been to provide stimulation to the minds of these
students.
While the memorization of the Quran can be an
overwhelming task, there are various techniques that
can be used to make the task easier. One of them is to
engage in making use of their hands.
Through the gift of the hands, students will be able to
recognize their talents and skills. Through activities
hand-eye co-ordination is enhanced.
Threeflare Cape Town has been actively engaging
with leaners developing their creative skills are
recommended for not only the artist type but for
any student who wishes to gain access to powerful
functions of the brain by accessing the left and the
right brain.
The outcomes of the workshop is to empower the
students with these skills as well as to demonstrate
a step by step process “from idea to product” This
will give them another look at life and the various
approaches available to them. Assist in the facilitating
of these workshops by providing resources to our
students. Currently we are making use of equipment
on a very limited scale and the efficiency of the classes
can be greatly increased with the proper support. n

The outcomes of the workshop is
to empower the students

CREATIVE ARTS IS
A HUGE AND
INFLUENTIAL PART
OF OUR LIVES
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JEQ GIVES BACK

By Qudusiyyah Hattas and Insaaf Latief

Throughout Ramadaan JEQ
embarked on a mission to go out
into the community and give back to
those who were less fortunate. This
was a mission driven by the entire
JEQ family which consists of the Male
Hifth Institution, the Female Hifth
Institution, the Pre-Primary School as
well as the Preparatory School.
The aim was to do one outreach program each week
of Ramadaan. We wanted to teach our learners that,
open our hearts and give of what Allah has blessed
us with, whether it be on a big or small scale, is
something of utmost importance as a Muslim.

Park, I think every learner, parent and teacher of
JEQ was completely humbled. We come together as
one to create food packages and party packets for
distribution. A gesture which seemed so basic and
small, brought so much joy and excitement to its
recipients. The gratitude displayed by these children
and caregivers showed us how they truly valued our
efforts and how their basic needs, such as food, was
one not taken for granted by them. I truly doubt that
anyone stood there unmoved by their gratitude and
sheer emotion. We, the learners of all JEQ Campuses
as well as our staff got to interact and spend time with
the children, who all suffered from either mental or
physical challenges. Yet, they still manage to smile and
exude strength. We got to experience their struggle
and in turn be reminded of all that we have, we should
be grateful.

Abu Hurairah (RA) reported that the
messenger of Allah (SAW) said: “The poor will
enter Jannah before the rich by half a day, the
length of which is 500 years.”

Sahl ibn Sa’d (RA) reported that the Prophet
of Allah (SAW) said: “The one who cares for an
orphan and myself will be together in paradise
like this...and he held his two fingers together
to illustrate.”

Many of us are fortunate not to go hungry or have any
physical or mental challenges. So it is easy for us to
get caught up in our own lives and forget about those
who have to face these challenges on a daily basis.
When visiting the children’s care centre in Sherwood

On the eve of July 2018, JEQ learners, parents and
staff once again came together and opened its doors
to the children of a Safe House in Hanover Park. We
welcomed them with a Thikr, interacted with them by
playing different games and sports, then treated them

THE POOR WILL ENTER
JANNAH BEFORE THE
RICH BY HALF A DAY,
THE LENGTH OF
WHICH IS 500 YEARS
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to an Iftaar and ended the evening with Taraweeh
Solaah, lead by the students and teachers of JEQ
MHI. This specific outreach program reminded me
that far too often we become too caught up in our
own personal Iftaar tables that we forget there are so
many out there who barely has anything or nothing
at all to enjoy for Suhoor or Iftaar. I remember the
thought coming to mind, is this not one of the reasons
why we observe fast in the month of Ramadaan?
For a few hours we can remember and feel what so
many less fortunate and impoverished must endure
on a daily basis. By meeting the children and hearing
their stories and struggles, I was truly touched. It was
the fact that despite having gone through so much
difficulty at such a tender age, they were still able to

To see all those children without families
and with disabilities that I haven’t ever come
across was truly heartbreaking.

smile and be grateful for the little they do have that
inspired me most. Even though they were our guests,
I believe we got more from them than they did from
us. We treated them to an Iftaar for one night, yet with
their humility, optimism and joy, they gave us a life
lesson to feed our souls for a life time.

food, ect., to the sorting and packaging, then to the
drop offs and interaction with the recipients, was life
changing. To see all those children without families
and with disabilities was truly heartbreaking. I saw
babies younger than a year to teenaged children
who had nobody to care or protect them. a year old
yet up until teenaged children who did not have a
mother and/or father alive or present to care for and
protect them. It has made me more appreciative of
the blessings in my life. I feel more aware of what is
important in life. It has also taught me not to take
things for granted and to never be ungrateful. I would
like to thank all the homes who opened their doors to
us and accepted our small contributions, because of
their stories, I have gained and learnt so much. May
Allah ease their struggles, Ameen.
JEQ Pre-Primary and Preparatory School has now
started a new initiative whereby they distribute soup
or a meals on the last Thursday of each month to
those who are needy. Alhamdulilah thus far, they
have had two successful drives. They have collected
ingredients to make three 100l pots of soup and bread,
and the aim for the next one will be to distribute
sandwiches, fruit and juice. This drive includes the
learners and teachers so that our youngest of learners
(in Grade 0-R) are taught about giving back and
grow up loving to give. InshaAllah with the Help and
Blessings of Allah we hope to keep these initiatives
running throughout this year as well as the years to
come. We aim to not only teach the memorization
of the Holy Quran, but also inspire our learners to
implement it. n

My experience partaking in these outreach programs,
by firstly assisting with collecting the various items
that were donated, such as money, clothing, toiletries,
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Developing our students for an unlimited future
Empower – Enrich - Improve
By Faiza Lamara-Toefy

Workshops are extremely important
in a school environment to promote
the learners’ wellbeing and increase
awareness of topics.
The prominent rise of social media has allowed for
new problems to emerge such as cyberbullying,
which can of course contribute to emotional and
mental health problems. One way in which schools
can remain vigilant in promoting wellbeing is through
workshops that can be provided throughout the
school term. Workshops allow for key information to
be distributed with the necessary support available.
The most effective interventions are those which are
identified early as this can help learners, parents or
teachers identify any issues and equally prevent or
minimise the effects from escalating. Irrespective of
whether this is relating to bullying in the classroom or
choosing a career.
At JEQ, we recognise the need for proactive
workshops. We held the following workshops in 2018:
1.	Ta’ruf / Buddy workshop (Teambuilding) – learners
learn how to collaborate and express ideas in more
social group settings with freedom for expression
and creativity.
2.	Disability workshop – Understanding individuals
with physical challenges

Buddy- Ta’ruf team building workshop
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3.	Anti-Bullying Campaign – Focused on understanding
bullying and strategies on dealing with it
constructively. This was an ongoing campaign in
2018 where teachers also reinforced the information
in their classrooms by conducting lessons on it.
4.	Effects of social media – Understanding what
social media is all about and how to deal with
cyberbullying
5.	Career workshop – Students who participated
were well guided to secure their career and make
the right subject choices. It also gave them an
opportunity to understand themselves better.
6.	Environmental workshop – focused on recycling &
eco-brick project
Our workshops allow for kinaesthetic and experiential
learning and help learners to experience the following:
1. The ability to exercise creativity
2. Greater sense of self-confidence
3. Collaborate with peers
4. Think out of the box
Going beyond the horizons of textbooks and making
something innovative is certainly a measure to
improve a child in practical terms. Skills, such as
learning, communicating, listening and experiencing
new bonding, can be developed through such
platforms which have immense value for learners and
their future. n

MHI social media workshop
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The road doesn’t end here

By Ilhaam Karriem

‘Teaching for an unlimited future’…
This motto of Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’
is a powerful principle in our era of
education.

This workshop provided an introduction to a method
of teaching which can easily be incorporated into the
way we teach. I thoroughly enjoyed it as we had to
do the movements while saying words or counting.
I couldn’t wait to show my learners and get them
moving and learning!

We want our learners to be educated and dream
beyond their boundaries. It’s our endeavour that the
knowledge of our staff continue to grow so that they
are well prepared to give the best to our learners. Jam
‘Eyyatul Qurra’ thus networks with other passionate
and dedicated teachers and organisations who also
have the interest and growth of our young ones at
heart. They provide opportunities for staff enrichment
workshops which prove to be extremely beneficial for
both the teachers and the learners.

Another interesting learning experience I was happy
to attend was a two-day Storytelling workshop. At
this workshop, the importance of reading aloud and
telling stories were highlighted as a final and vital part
of a balanced reading programme. Through reading
aloud teachers can create a love for reading and a
passion for stories. We should teach children to read
for meaning and provide opportunities to deepen
children’s understanding of what a story is.

Being a staff member of Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’, I was
fortunate to attend internal workshops facilitated by
two very articulate and passionate women, Clinical
Psychologist Dr. Nadine Moolla and Light Upon Light
(LULCS) representative, Mualima Roshaan Misbach,
respectively. These workshops were very powerful
and enriching and touched our hearts tremendously.
We all learned a great deal about our intention as
teachers and being more than just a teacher to our
learners. We learned about how to understand and
teach the child and to always bring Allah into the
equation. There were opportunities for learner case
studies to be discussed and very informative feedback
and advice was given from both facilitators and
teachers alike.
I have recently also attended an amazing external
classroom enrichment program called NeuroNet
Learning. NeuroNet is a research based readiness
program designed to help students develop fluency
in essential reading, math, and handwriting skills.
NeuroNet facilitates Learning through Movement, an
approach based on neuroscience research in the way
neural networks are created and strengthened. By
combining rhythmic exercise with drills and academic
skills, we can achieve greater automaticity or fluency in
those skills. The following are specific ways NeuroNet
develops foundational reading, writing, and math skills.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oral Language and Listening
Word recognition and extending vocabulary
Math, Spatial and Numerical Reasoning
Handwriting
Eye-Movement Coordination
Motivation to learn

It is always exciting stepping into a class after having
attended a workshop as new learning experiences
always await. I implement as much as I can of what
I have learned in the classroom. New ideas and
methods are always shared among our colleagues. As
teachers we must always be ready and eager to learn
and know that the road of knowledge doesn’t end
here… mountains of knowledge always await!

LULCS Teacher workshops

Dr. Nadeen Moolla teacher workshop
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My experience

By Laila Ebrahim (FET phase)

do this, one’s experience would be miserable and
not as rewarding as it should and can be. Along with
time-management, responsibility and discipline is
equally important. One quality without the other is
insufficient to become successful. A vast majority of
the Quran speaks about good character, so in order
to have the Quran in one’s heart, one has to have the
best manners because this is what Allah looks at first
before anything else.

My experience in the Quran
environment thus far has taught
me quite a bit in many aspects. It’s
currently my second year at Jam
‘Eyyatul Qurra’ and my journey has
had many ups as well as downs.
Coming from a post-matric background, the
adjustment was not easy. Secular school was quite
easy for me, having been blessed with the ability to
listen and comprehend. I hardly had to sit and study,
and I think that has made me very lazy. Now doing
hifth, that’s all that I have to do, “sit and study”.
Memorisation requires lots of patience, time and extra
hard effort. As they say, everyone has their strengths
and weaknesses. Nothing comes easy, and doing hifth
definitely has taught me to push myself and work
to overcome my weaknesses. Having to sit with my
Quran for most of my day and make it my priority,
honestly, hasn’t been easy at all. This remains my
biggest challenge.
On the brighter side, settling in was made easier due
to the friendly, welcoming smiles on the students’
faces. I didn’t have to fret about friends and not fitting
in. That’s one effect the Quran has on its students: it
teaches them the best akhlaaq and it isn’t difficult to
see.
One of the many qualities that the Quran has taught
me is that one has to have good time-management
skills. Managing one’s time is essential when studying
Quran because the Quran becomes one’s main focus
and everything in one’s day has to work around that.
I can honestly talk from experience: if one fails to
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When Sheikh Suleiman made the decision to assign
me as the head girl, my responsibilities had to be
raised to a completely new level. I now knew that I
had to be an example to the other students. Along
with taking charge of the students’ behaviour,
uniform and neatness, I still had to ensure that I was
consistent in my work. The pressure is a bit intense,
but I feel that Sheikh gave me this responsibility for
a reason, and to improve my leadership skills is one
of them. There definitely are days that don’t run as
smoothly as expected but that’s when one has to have
the perseverance to get back up and try harder the
following day.
It is extremely easy for one to begin to feel despondent
when learning the Quran. I know that when I don’t
know my lesson for the day, I start to have thoughts
about whether I made the right choice to do hifth,
whether hifth is actually for me. But then I realise that
I want to become haafith, I want to have this Quran in
my chest. I remind myself that Shaytaan tries his best
to get those doing good, away from it and this pushes
me to rather think positively and get back on track.
Then there are the times where I can produce my work
perfectly for the day. These are of the happiest of days
in one’s hifth career. When you feel the reward and
satisfaction of knowing your Quran, you feel motivated
to learn your work and know it like this every day.
You feel that you never want to feel that negativity of
not knowing your Quran and this is what keeps me
learning every day.
In conclusion, I want to say that my experience thus
far is not easy at all, I think it’s more challenging
than anything. It’s the reward and feeling of
accomplishment at the end of every day that keeps
one motivated. Always remember your intention of
why you started your hifth journey in the first place. n

12 | ALUMNI TESTIMONIAL

My life after Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra'

By Nasreen Ismail

BBusSci Actuarial Science degree at the University of
Cape town.
Moreover, an essential tool needed in studying
and learning that I acquired at JEQ, was discipline.
Memorizing the Quran takes hours of dedication and
commitment. I remember having to recite 5 ajazaa in
one sitting in my tamat year. When I was integrated
into the education system, this helped me to study as I
was able to concentrate for long periods of time.

I am eternally grateful to Allah
for choosing me to be one of the
preservers of the Noble Quran, to
be a member of  اهل هللا و اهل القرانis
indeed a great honor that Allah has
bestowed upon me, Alhamdulillah.
The day I tamated from JEQ was a bittersweet day.
Bitter because I had to leave the environment of the
Quran but sweet because I had the best guide in the
world to lead my way through life. I’m not going to
lie, it was quite scary if I am completely honest with
you, a mere 13-year-old going to school for the first
time without having gone to primary school. There
were countless thoughts that rushed through my
mind. How will I fit in? How will I be able to cope with
the work? Will I even enjoy school? But Alhamdulilah,
with the grace of Allah and dedication, I managed to
matriculate school with 7 distinctions.
Jam ‘Eyyatul Qurra’ equipped me with countless tools
and lessons that governed me through my journey as
a haafithah going through life. In the same way that
the durability of a house depends on its foundation.
A human being can only survive in this world if it has
a good islamic foundation. If your foundation is Allah
and the Noble Quran and if you put Allah first, Allah
swt will never put you last.
Memorizing the Quran was just the first step.
Upholding it is the true test. I was told this on the
day I completed, and I can see it come into fruition
today. My teacher Sheikh Suleiman always played
an important role when I was memorizing the Quran.
When I wanted to give up he taught me how to
persevere and end off strong. At this moment I still
try to recite to him as much as I can while studying a

Quality over quantity is essential in anything that
you pursue. Jam 'Eyyatul Qurra' has an admirable
reputation of producing excellent quality Hufaath
that recite the noble Quran with proper tajweed and
pronunciation. This has taught me to produce quality
work and put my best efforts into everything that I do.
Respect for your teachers, always thanking those who
have taught you everything that you know.It displays
good Akhlaaq and people around you appreciate it.
JEQ is still a family to me, whenever I visit, I will always
feel welcome and happy to be surrounded by people
of the Quran. Sheikh Suleiman and Mualima Faiza still
supports and encourages me and is always willing to
assist me in any way possible.
Lastly, but most importantly. It’s important to remain
humble, regardless of how much knowledge you
acquire. It is through Allah’s guidance that you have
the ability attain knowledge. Always try to help and
empower others to the best of your ability.
Currently, at the age of 18, I realized it’s not about
reciting the Quran in its arabic speech, but living the
Quran is what is most important. Living the way Allah
(S.W.T) ordained us to live. The Quran should thus be
displayed in your actions and personality. May Allah
grant this and more for the entire Ummah of Nabi
Muhammad (S.A.W).
I am living proof to say that the Quran opens your
mind and opens doors for you that you can’t imagine.
Keep the love for the Quran close to your heart and
you can never go astray.
In conclusion, Inshallah, I will try my best to continue
to live up to the kalaam of Allah and aspire to fulfill the
motto of the school. ‘The best of you are those who
learn the Quran and teach it to others.’ n
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Name & Surname

Abubaker Cassiem

DOB & Age

01:03:2001 16 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Zainap Cassiem
Father M Nur Cassiem

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-16

Date Completed

09-Nov-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman Salie, Sh Shuaib Stemmet,
Sh A Malik de Vries , Sh Riedwaan Cairncross

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Completing my Hifth, Taraweeg with friends and Salatul-Layl.
Reciting live on radio

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up. Perform your Tahajjud. Respect your Parents
and Teachers. Never lose hope because when you need,
Allah knows , when you ask Allah listens. When you believe in
Allah’s work and when you thank Allah gives you strength.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Finish school and further my studies in the field of the
QURAN

Name & Surname

Muhammad Talha Cozyn

DOB & Age

02:12:2003 14 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Gadija Stuurman Cozyn
Father Razeen Cozyn

Date Started at JEQ

14-Jan-14

Date Completed

09-Nov-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suleiman, Sh Shamiel, Sh Rassedien
Sh Abdullah, Sh Riedwaan
Sh Gamza Forbes, Sh Abdul Malik

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

The day I completed memorising the Noble Quran, it
was very emotional yet indescribable for me. Performing
salaahtul-layl and taraweeh at school during Ramadan.
Reciting on VOC Radio was also an exciting experience.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up, always respect and honour your parents and
teachers. In times of struggle resort to salaah Tahajud and
Allah will assist you and end your struggle. Remember Allah
choose you to be part of his unique family and would not
have burden you with anything you cannot handle.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Complete high school and further my studies in the field of
Quran. Read for Ijaaza and go to the Al-Azhar Institute in
Egypt Insha-Allah
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Name & Surname

Raees Enus

DOB & Age

15:06:2001 17 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Roashfeeda Enus
Father Imraan Enus

Date Started at JEQ

15-Jan-15

Date Completed

26-Apr-18

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman, Sh Imraam Malik
Sh Gamza, Sh Riedwaan Cairncross
Sh Shamiel Samaai, Sh Abdul de Vries

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

The last 10 days of Ramadan

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

The Quran is not easy but with effort and sacrifice it becomes
easier. Always remember what you put in is what you get out.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Finish school and then go learn Arabic

Name & Surname

Abubaker Hendricks

DOB & Age

05:10:1998 20 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Warda Hendricks
Father Faeez Hendricks

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-13

Date Completed

28-Mar-18

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman, Sh Malick,
Sh Gamza,
Sh Shamiel Samaai

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Completing my last juzz. Performing Taraweeh and
Sallatul-layl in Ramadan and tamating Insha-Allah

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Always try to be consistent. Always respect your teachers
and parents.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Finish matric and study further Islamically and academically
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Name & Surname

Musab Ali Mahmud

DOB & Age

5:05:1999 19 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Firdowsa Abdusalaam Abdullah
Father Muhammad Mahmud

Date Started at JEQ

23-Aug-17

Date Completed

28-Sep-18

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Imtiyaaz, Sh Abdullah, Sh Shafeeq

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

A big highlight for me was leading taraweeg in the month of
Ramadan with fellow students

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up. Always respect your parents and teachers.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

I plan to finish matric and further my studies in Quran InshaAllah

Name & Surname

Saddam Ali Mahmad

DOB & Age

05:08:2000 18 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Firdawsah Abdisalaam Abdulahi
Father Ali Mahmud Muhammad

Date Started at JEQ

23-Aug-17

Date Completed

12-Sept-18

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Abdallah, Sh Abdul-Malick,
Sh Shafeeq, Sh Imtiyaaz

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Completing the memorization of the Quran by Sh Shafeeq.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Develop love for the Quran. Make it a habit to recite the
Quran everyday of your life. Respect your teachers and you’ll
succeed Insha-Allah.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Studying Qira-aat, Usool ul Fiqh and shariah. Completing the
kubra of the 10 Qira-aat Insha-Allah
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Name & Surname

Abdud-Dayyaan Mathee

DOB & Age

29:03:2002 16 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Nuraan Mathee
Father Shaheed Mathee

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-16

Date Completed

09-Oct-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman Salie,
Sh A Malik de Vries

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Completing 15 juzz. Spending time with my friends during
Ramadan

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Perseverance is the key

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Go to high school then study Mathematics

Name & Surname

Taahir Peters

DOB & Age

05:10:1998 20 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Kashiefa Peters
Father Abdul Karriem Peters

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-11

Date Completed

26-Jul-18

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suleiman, Sh Shamiel
Sh Siraaj, Sh Shuaib, Sh Riedwaan
Sh Gamza, Sh Karriem, Sh Malik

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Reciting my last lesson in front of my school. Spending the
last 10 nights of Ramadan with the tamat boys. Reciting on
VOC. Being in Sh Karriem’s class, participating in the JEQ
camp. Being able to recite the Quran every day.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up. Put your trust in Allah and everything will be
easy. Respect your parents and teachers. Do not cheat when
reading to your partner.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Complete high school and further my studies in the field of
Quran. Read for Ijaza and go to the Al-Azhar Institute in Egypt
Insha-Allah
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Name & Surname

Sahil Rawoot

DOB & Age

27:10:2004 14 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Zareena Aburahmaan
Father Faisal Rawoot

Date Started at JEQ

26-Aug-14

Date Completed

27-Sep-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman, Sh Rasserdien, Sh Malick,
Sh Gamza, Sh Riedwaan

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Finishing off my last juzz and leading Salaatul-Layl and
Taraweeh

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Do not give up, respect your teachers, establish your salaah

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

I want to finish school, then read for Ijaazah and become a
Mufti, Insha-Allah

Name & Surname

Zubair Rossie

DOB & Age

22:11:2000 17 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Ibtishaam Rossie
Father Noor Rossie

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-12

Date Completed

19-Nov-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman, Sh Faghmie, Sh Malick, Sh Aslam, Sh Abbas
Sh Karriem, Sh Shuiab, Sh Gamza, Sh Fakier, Sh Imtiyaaz

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

Completing my Quran and leading Taraweeg at school in the
month of Ramadan.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Respect your parents and teachers. Listen to them.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

My plan is to finish high school and further my studies InshaAllah
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Name & Surname

Ubaidurahmaan Stemmet

DOB & Age

14:07:2002 16 Years old

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Fazlin Stemmet
Father Faadiel Stemmet

Date Started at JEQ

13-Jan-12

Date Completed

26-Apr-17

Teachers who
taught me

Sh Suliaman, Sh Malick, Sh Aslam, Sh Abbas
Sh Shuiab, Sh Gamza, Sh Fakier, Sh Imtiyaaz

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

A big moment for me was completing my 25th juzz

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up and always renew your intentions

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

I plan to complete my matric and then study to become a
Moulana, Inshaa Allah!
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Name & Surname

Saadiyah Royker

DOB & Age

23 November 2005

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Sakina Royker
Father Anwar Royker

Date Started at JEQ

2016

Date Completed

2018

Teachers who
taught me

Ml. Narriman Isaacs, Ml. Rafikah, Ml.Fatima Amos,
Ml.Nathierah Fredericks

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

The completion of my 29th ajazaa

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Never give up, if you want to reach your goals you will have to
work hard for it.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

I would like to go back to school and further my studies
inshaa Allah, ameen!

Name & Surname

Kauthar Gallie

DOB & Age

17 November 2000

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Lamia Gallie
Father Thulkiefil Gallie

Date Started at JEQ

October 2012

Date Completed

2018

Teachers who
taught me

Ml. Aisha Sampson, Ml. Yusrah Davids, Ml. Radiefah Sasman,
Ml. Gakeema Kaffaar, Ml. Gouwa Dirk, Ml. Zakiyyah Baba, Sh.
Suleiman Benjamin, Sh. Mughar Jamie

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

The most memorable and significant moment whilst
learning hifth was reaching and completing my 29th juz. The
realization of not giving up and persevering to reach my goal
was finally becoming a reality. Alhamdulilaah! This was a
proud moment.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Value Allah’s gift. Love the Quran and it will love you.
Never give up because Allah won’t give up on you. Always
stayhumble!

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Inshaa Allah, I plan to complete matric and then further my
Islamic studies.
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Name & Surname

Thanaa Adams

DOB & Age

31 March 2003 Age: 15

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Aziza Adams
Father Mogammat Saudiq Adams

Date Started at JEQ

2013

Date Completed

2018

Teachers who
taught me

Ml. Gadieja, Ml. Zakiyyah, Sh. Suleiman, Ml. Ameerah, Sh.
Mughtar, Ml. Hakeemah, Ml. Raeesa
Finishing my 29th juzz

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth
Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth
Plans after
graduating/
tamating

Don’t over exert yourself while learning the Quran. Chill.
Learn the Quran because you want to and not because you
have to.
Completing secular school.

Name & Surname

Khadeeja Baba

DOB & Age

21 February 2001

Parent/ Guardian
Names

Mother Rashida Baba
Father Ismail Baba

Date Started at JEQ

2014

Date Completed

2018

Teachers who
taught me

Ml. Gadija, Ml. Zakiyyah, Ml. Insaaf, Ml. Ameerah, Sh. Mughtar,
Sh. Suleiman

Memorable/
Significant moment
while learning Hifth

When Sheikh Suleiman gave me the news that I could
proceed with my last juzz.

Message/ Advice to
student learning
Hifth

Don’t ever give up and always learn your dhor/ back lessons.

Plans after
graduating/
tamating

I would like to complete high school. Thereafter, study
medicine and open up my own practice, Inshallah.

Age: 17
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